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Reception held to get to know the dean
•

By DAN McMuLLAN
Staff Writer

A Meet the Dean reception was
h_eld for Dean Sandra Robinson,
College of Education, on April 22.
The reception was in the Key ·
West room of the Student Union.
The Student Government
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Association (SGA) and the education student ~ean's advisory council
hosted the event.
Education Sen. Joe Sarrubbo said
the idea was the inspiration of SGA
President Keith McDonald.
"Keith has wanted to do this, so
they allocated $2,000," Sarrubbo
said.
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Day
e garage comes tumblin down Eart:h
Blowout to

A 22-ton crane destroyed
about a quarter of the east parking garage after the ground
could not support the weight of
the heavy machinery.
The crane was carrying about
25 tons of precasted concrete
when it fell on the structure at
about 10 a.m. on April 15.
'We don't know yet how it
could have happened," said
Pete Newman, director of facilities planning. "It could be a
combination of a soft spot on
the ground and the wind."
The opening of the $7 mill,ion
garage could be delayed, and
additional costs will be needed
to repair the damages.
Newman said he is not sure if
the garage will be ready to open
at its schedule time, but it is the
contractor's responsibility to
pay for the damage.
Jose, the crane operator, was
a little shaken up from the accident but no one else was hurt,
said Mark Gettings, superintendent of Pre-:Con Construction.
An hour following the garage
accident, a lull forklift fell on
the Health and Public Affairs
Building.
"At 11: 15 a.m., a lifting boom
with no load was unstable and
lost its balance," said Keith
Sommers, regional vice president of pyramid masonry. "It
gairied momentum on the sand
and it took out scaffolding."
It is unknown how long it will
take to repair the damages from
both accidents. The repairs
began on April 16·

honor Mother
Nature
By DAN McMULLAN
Staff Writer

Photo by DEREK GONSOULIN
Workers examine the damage after a lull forklift falls on the scaffolding at the Health and Public
Affairs Building.

Deal' s achievements deserving of an alumnus award
By GWEN R. RHODES
Staff Writer

•

See DEAN, Page 5

~

By BRIAN SMITH
News Editor

•

SGA allocated~ the funds after
McDonald's suggestion for the
event. The College of Education
supported the suggestion. The advisory council then organized the
event.
Kathleen Schilling, president of

The criminal justice and legal studies
department has chosen Larry P. Deal, class
of 1977, as this year's distinguished alumnus.
He will receive UCF's Alumni
Professional Achievement Award .

UCF's College of Health and Public
Affairs chose seven distinguished alumni
from its schools and departments as recipients of the achievement awards.
Each school and department selected a
winner based on the individual's career
achievements, leadership qualities and contributions to their community.

See AWARD, Page 5

See PRESERVATION, Page S

Beware the Phantom

Senators oppose lodge
Senators and administration clash
over Greek Lodge.
- Page 11

Deal is the vice president o{ underwriting
and agency operations for First American
Title Insurance Company of Winter Park. A
part-owner in the company, he has held the
position for 13 years, and Deal has been in ·
the title industry for 24 years.

Live music, information displays
and activities will educate and
inform the UCF community about
Earth Day on April 22.
Earth Day Blowout will be held
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the
Student Union West Plaza.
Jessica Smith, CAB special event
director, said the band Cold Spot 8
will perform. The band played at
the UCF Halloween Masquerade
Ball in October.
Also performing will be Wellville
and Umoja. Each band will play
hour-long sets.
One of the activity tables will
allow people to plant a flower and
take it home. Another table will
demonstrate sand-art and give
everyone a chance to create their
own masterpjece.
"This will be a special event
because of the opportunity for the
Campus Activities Board to work
with other organizations to promote a common cause," Smith
said.
The first Earth Day was staged
on March 21, 1970, to coincide
with the vernal equinox, according
to the official Earth Day website.
''The Earth will continue to
regenerate its life sources only as
long as we and all the peoples of
the world do our part to conserve
its natural resources," said
President Gerald Ford. "Through
voluntary action, each of us can
join in building a productive land
in harmony with nature."
The intent of Earth Day is to
"bring people together in heart and
mind at a special moment and
increase determination to pursue
'peace, justice and the care of
Earth."
''The people of Earth have the

~~

The classic Broadway musical has :.'''?---~::~. Interim coach Miriam Metzcus is
hit Orlando.
hoping for the full-time job.
-Page 14
- Page 24
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Trapped bicycle
Students
only due to, brea¥; in :
$

at boat compound

Staff Writer .

<ll

By ANNEMARIE MONT.AL't
Staff Writer
·
Polipe responded to an h1trqsion alarn;J: at the
Lake Claire boat compound.at ~;05 a.m. offp\pril
10. After arriving 'atthe scene; police observed
the front gate to be open and the fence ·i n the
pack .of the compound
wag.

prtllecI up apg1)t two

feetfrom the ground.

A bicycle wa$ fotind
trapped fi.nder the,,.fen,ce ..
Believing the $uspect was
still in the area. police
called the Orange County
K-9 unit and secured the area until they arrived.
The K-9 unit tracked the entire area. and found
no trace of an intruder. Officers contacted recreational services to check for further damage.
All alarms were inspected and seemed ·ro be
working properly. No fingerprints or footprints
were found in the area.
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need to learn how not to forget

By LINDA RAMOS

11

s. anq .~:30

.~~4

6. Ublllus was in the. UCF library ¥
when .$jie l~t
her book bag unattended while she. went tg the <. ,

Forgetting is a student's
enemy. The last thing a student needs is to be attacked
by a bout of forgetting in the
middle of an important
exam.
Most students study to
enhance their forgetting
skills rather than their memory skills. In short, students
study to forget.
This occurs when a student
combines passive study
activity with inactive study
activity.
For example, a student
asks another student to let
him/her copy class notes.
Copying class notes without
much thought to them is a
passive study activity.
Combine that with not
reviewing the notes after
they have been copied is an
inactive study activity. This
student has studied the notes
to be forgotten.
According to Carol Kanar,
The Confident Student, the
basics of remembering consists of a three-step memory

process.
_First, information needs to
be received. Use your learning style (visual, auditory,
kinesthetic) to receive information.
Second, information is
retained when a student
makes a conscious effort to
remember. Information that
is motivating or interesting
is more likely to be retained.
To increase the power of
retention find a reason either
thrmJgh personal/professional relevance to be excited about the class materials,
and then make a conscious
effort to remember.
Third, information is useless if it is not recollected.
Class material can be
remembered easier if it is
recollected in the ·same manner it was received and
retained.
If your learning style is

.. ·'.:::-::r~:i ·-~~···; . $~

tools. Use them for vocabulary, possible test questions,
names, dates and formulas.
Create the flashcard deck for
the class and review it in
short, interval study sessions
one to two weeks before an
exam.
• Avoid studying similar
class subjects in one study
session. You might get confused studying similar information making rememberin_g more difficult. Organize
notes into categories, charts
or diagrams to separate similar/conflicting concepts.
Remembering class materi.al becomes easier the more
times the information is
reviewed. Use as many
skills while studying as possible. Study to remember.
Linda Ramos is associated
with Full Student Services
(FSS), which provides word
and
processing/typing
research assistan,ce to college students. Direct all
correspondence to FSS, PO
Box 622077 Oviedo, FL
32762-2077 or 407-525-

In other Greek News:

Staff Writer
All proceeds will benefit the Susan
G. Komen Foundation for Breast
Cancer Research.

",;:~{ ~'

Ubillu§t$·~illin
.

• Try to review notes you
have taken as soon as the
class ends. Reviewing notes
repeatedly encourages shortterm memory to become
long-term memory.
• Flashcards are invaluable
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By DAWN MYERS
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Zeta Tau Alpha hosted its annual
Whe11 slie retutned; a ·. feW: ~nutes ;~a,~r· her ·
philanthropy
Crown Classic on April
Wallethad been removed fto:tlLt~~ bag. ;:Qi~. W~
2
18.
The
sorority
invited teams to enter
"' ite
letcontain~d seyer~·f0l§9eµ
·
a sand volleyball competition to raise
money for its national philanthropy.

...

visual, then seeing keywords
on the test may act as cues to
recollect the information.
In addition to the threestep process, memory can
either be short term or long
term.
Kevin Paul of Study
Smarter, Not Harder defines
short-term memory
as
immediate access to information that is retained
superficially, while longterm memory is retaining the
infounation through extended use for a longer period of
time.
Unfortunately, some students just use their short~
term memory hoping to
remember long enough to
pass a test.
Marvin and Peter
Lunenfeld of College Basics
provide some pointers on
enhancing memory.
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Sorority spikes volleyballs for cancer research
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The Panhellenic Assckiation is hosting its annual Greek Softball Game.
Fraternities and sororities have been
invited to nominate two players to
compete in this co-ed game on April
25. Music and food will be provided.
The game begins at 2 p.m.

•
•
•
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than you think.
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UCF's 1st College Bar
"The Tradition Beqon Here"

KNIGHT OUT PUB
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15¢ Wings 7-10p
$5 Dart
Tournament
Blind Draw
Starts 10 pm

JAKE & ROG
FREE Draft
10 pm - 11 pm
$1 Longnecks
$3 Pitchers

SOUTH PARK
If the Lines are
TOO long
Come On Over!!

Show Your Student l.D & Get A Free Drink With Lunch!
I

$5 - FREE Draft
$6 - All You Can
Eat Wings
LIVE BANDS
TBA

275-3052
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JAKE & ROG
$2 Pitchers
$6 Buckets
ALL NIGHT
LONG!
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EVENTS
and
BANDS
TBA

Now Owned and Operated by A UCF Grad
Comer of University & Alafaya - Between Pizza Hut & Subway
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Law school administrations object!
•
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•
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By CHRISTINE TATUM
College Press Service
U.S. News & World Report's annual
ranking of the nation's law schools has
deans around the country crying,
"Objection!"
They aren't the only academics tired of
seeing their graduate schools' reputations
bounce up and down with each poll, but
this year, they're the loudest ones protesting the practice.
Deans from most of the nation's 179 law
schools have denounced the rankings,
directly appealing to their prospective
clients - 93,000 applicants - with a
scathing letter titled "Law School
Rankings May Be Hazardous to Your
Health!" The heads of 164 schools
endorsed the message - including the
dean of Yale University's law school,
which holds this year's coveted No. 1
spot.
It was once considered a faux pas for
those in academia to even let on that they
read surveys. But ·at a press conference in
New York earlier this week, several law
school deans angrily broke from the conentional silence.
"The rankings clearly matter," said
Pamela Gann, dean of Duke University's
law school, which slipped froni 10th place
to 11th this year. "They are widely read
and widely relied upon."
In the eyes of many news gatherers,
prospective students and alumni, that's
not necessarily a bad thing. Especially if
the information is coming from U.S.
News, which is perhaps the most popular
and well respected of a growing field of
academic surveys.

"I'm still carrying last year's issue
around," said 23-year-old Linda McCoy
of Chicago, who's in the process of applying to law school. "I can hardly wait to see
what this year's has to say."
That's the type of devotion that sends
shivers up the spines of many school officials who aren't convinced prospective
students are basing their decisions on
sound data. The Association of American
Law Schools released a report
challenging the
validity of the
magazine's survey, declaring that
most of the year-toyear differences in
overall rankings can
be explained by only
two of the 12 factors
U.S. News says it considers: reputation and student
selectivity. The association's study found that.70 percent . of the student selectivity rating is
based on each school's median Law
School Admissions Test score. Deans,
fearing that human nature could get the
best of those who are sensitive to the
rankings, say admissions officers may be
more inclined to look at test sc;;ores than
other important factors - such as a candidate's practical experience or dedication
to the profession.
"I don't object to the notion that folks
might try to rank law schools because I
think it could be a valuable pie'ce of consumer information," said Howard 0.
Hunter, dean of Emory University's law
school, which, this year, shares 25th place
with four other schools. "But the method-

ology being used is seriously flawed. For
starters, it fails to differentiate between
the varying missions schools have. We're
not all trying to accomplish the same,
exact thing, much less send students down
the same, exact career path."
Law school administrators say it's also
tough for them to take the rankings seriously when they can't explain why their
school scores .,higher or
lower from year to year.
Officials
at
the
University of North
Carolina at Chapel
Hill said they're
still bewildered
about
how
their
school
climbed
10 spots · to
share the No. 25 ranking
this year.
"We've not done one thing differently,
which we think says something about the
arbitrary nature of these rankings," said
Audrey Ward, director of the school's
communications. "It's nice to have public
recognition for a quality program, but it's
the same quality we've offered for the last
152 years."
In a statement released a day before the
rankings, U.S. News editors stood by their
research and said the association has misunderstood the methodology used.
"U.S. News agrees that rankings should
not be an applicant's main source of information," the stat~ment read. "The magazine also believes that any debate. about
rankings should be based on an accurate
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description of how they are compiled."
To compile the information, the magazine uses a complex formula that weighs
several important factors, including LSAT
scores, incoming grade-point averages,
job placement percentages and starting
salaries. The poll's results also hinge on
two surveys designed to gauge the
schools' reputations - one given to attorneys and judges, and the other completed
by the very deans who complain about the
rankings each year.
Why aren't law school deans more like
most of the nation's 54 members of the
American Association of Dental Schools,
who simply refuse to respond to the magazine's questionnaires?
"We're caught in a hopeless bind," said H.
Reese Hansen, dean of Brigham Young
University's Law School, which also
shares this year's 25th spot. "U.S. News
& World Report has made it abundantly
clear that it will continue with or without
us. We might as well make sure it has the
correct information. If we didn't participate, the results would be reduced by 179
votes - the most informed and accurate
ones in the whole group."
To make matters worse, Hansen said,
important people - money-giving alumni, university trustees, top-n~tch students
and big-name fums - seem to like the
rankings.
"If there's going to be a party, you want
to be invited," he said. "And if there is
going to be a ranking, you want to look as
good as you think you are."·
And where does Hansen think his school
should place next year?
"We want to be No. 1, of course," he
said.

•
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•
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ready to go into office
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Senate opposes CITF
allocation for Greek Lodge

•
•

By JOHN TURNER
Staff Writer
On April 17 the Senate passed a resolution opposing the Capital Improvement trust fund (CITF) allocation for a Greek Lodge. Sen. Charlie Lee and Sen.
Jamie Halscott authored the resolution.
The senators were debating whether CITF monies
should be spent for a $1.2 million Greek Lodge that
will benefit a small percentage of Greeks on campus.
"Greek Lodge would benefit exclusively several
fraternal organizations that have discriminating
membership requirements and are inaccessible to the
majority of UCF students," Lee said.
Greg Mason, Greek Affairs, said he was surprised
by the resolution and was unaware the Sen~te was
debating this issue.
''These students have not done their homework on
the issue," Mason said. "Not a si.'1.gle senator has
come to see me on this issue."
The situation was inflamed when Mason
announced during an inter-fraternity council meeting
that one of the sites for the Greek Lodge would be the
land next to the Pi Kappa Alpha house.
''The .master planning committee did recommend
the site next to the Pi Kappa Alpha house for a Greek
Lodge, but no decision has been made and is currently on a holding pattern," said Dean McFall, vice
president of UCF public relations.
Several of the small fraternities and sororities and
other Greek organizations would consider the Greek
lodge as home.
McFall said he considered this as a "rather critical
factor to provide those Greek organizations that don't
have the means for a house on campus, a place to
meet. This will also benefit diversity on Greek Row."
"I am not opposed to a Greek Lodge being built on

•

•
•
•

YOU'RE GRADUATING

NEXT YEAR...
WHAT ARE YOUR PLANS?
This spring, more than l,000 college
seniors will graduate and begin their Peace
Corps service as Teachers of English as a
Foreign Language (TEFL), math and science
teachers, business advisors, health educators,
agricultural extensionist, youth advisors and
environmental educators in 84 countries in
Africa, Latin America, Europe, Asia, the
~
Pacific, and the Caribbean.

SGA sponsors meet and greet
From PAGE 1

Apply now and your degree, work experience,

student dean's advisory council, said the purpose for the
reception was to "get the dean
informed about and involved ,
with what's going on with
undergraduate and graduate
students."
Robinson joined UCF in July
1997 from the University of
South Carolina, where she
served as the interim dean.
She said the reason UCF was
having this reception in the

and commitment to community service may
automatically qualify you for an exciting.
career-enhancing 27-month assignment
leaving June through August 1999.

~~ (~~~;;~~~~~;,
~

this campus," Lee said. "I
must reiterate that funds
like CITF should be allocated to benefit all students in
projects such as recreational
services or the expansion of
the arena, which needs
more monies to be completed. CITF should not be
used to benefit a select few."
Sen. Chris Day voted for the resolution.
"My chapter has been ready for a long time with all
the private monies necessary to build a house on
campus," Day said. "We were told by administration
that we could not build on the land next to the Pi
Kappa Alpha house because of piping underneath,
and that a house there would take away from the aes-·
thetic beauty of the Visual Arts Building.
"If administration is willing to move those pipes
for the Greek Lodge, they could move it for us that
are using private monies to build a house."
Leaders of Pi Kappa Alpha are siding with the resolution as passed by the Senate.
Halscott echoed Day's statements.
"A Greek Lodge is necessary to assist those social
Greek organizatioi;is without the means to build a
house, to move on campus," Halscott said. "I don't
think CITF is the correct route to take on allocating
for this project though. It just doesn't seem to be a
good business decision to use $1.2 million of monies
that will only benefit a select fraction on our campus.
"We need to explore other avenues of funding
through the housing office, which is a department of
student affairs. I just don't think enough thought has
been given on the issue, and I take exception with
those administrators who say that we don't understand what the situation is all about."
The Senate passed the resolution.

www.peacecorps.gov

spring was because during the
fall -semester she did not know
SGA hosts meet ·and greet
receptions.
"Many of us were new and
we didn't know about the
Student Government
Association doing this,"
Robinson said. "This is a wonderful idea. It's of, by and for
the students."
Michael Hynes,-assistant
dean for graduate pro grams,
served cookies to guests.

Reggie McGill, representing
U.S. Rep. Corrine Brown, was
present to extend the congresswoman's regards.
Anna Turbett, student
dean's advisory council, said
Robinson feigned horror when
she saw the writing on the
cake.
"She found the bakers had
misspelled college," Turbett
said. "Ever the educator,
[Robinson] immediately corrected the mistake.

Preservation is a focus of Blowout
From PAGE 1

•

•

and decisions that will benefit
raw materials and technology · people and planet."
Politics and money aside,
for all to enjoy a life of quality,"
preservation
of the Earth's
said John McConnell, founder
resources
still
remains
the focus
of Earth Day. "Individuals and
of
UCF.Earth
Day
Blowout.
institutions can now be trustees
"This will be a great opportuof the Earth, seeking in ecology,
nity
to educate arid promote a
economics and ethics, policies
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better
understanding of the environment for our scholastic friends
at UCF," said Dean Ahrens,
president
of
the
UCF
Environmental Society.

Deal is designated as a certified land searcher by the
Florida Land Title Association
(FLTA). He serves on the board
of
the
American
Heart
Association, the ' UCF Booster
Board and on various committees for the FLTA.
First American Title is one of
America's oldest real estate
financial service companies

with a presence in Central
Florida since 1976.
In 1994, First American
acquired Fidelity Title and
Guaranty Company of Orlando.
Fidelity Title, founded in 1883,
is one of Orlando's oldest active
business.
First American Title Insurance
Company, principal subsidiary
of the First American Financial
Corporation, traces its history

back to 1889.
One of the
largest title insurers in the
nation, it offers title services
through a network of more than
300 offices and 4,000 agents
throughout the United States.
It also provides services
abroad in the Bahama Islands,
Bermuda, Canada, Guam,
Mexico, Puerto Rico, the Virgin
Islands
and
the
United
Kingdom.
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Campus life still important to
32-year-old college ·student
By VICKI DESORMIER
Staff Writer
Danielle Garvin says she's had no trouble fitting
back in since she returned to college a dozen years
after she left.
swr
At 32, she's a lot
Olderanl0 ID
older
than many of
R'f· .gj ,~
her classmates and,
she says, younger than some. But she says she
takes part in many campus activities and that has
helped her feel a part of college again.
"I quit school in my sophomore year because I
thought I knew it all," -she said. "Who needed a college degree? I had a pretty decent job and I didn't
need to finish school."
The job was good while it lasted, she said, but
after being "downsized" out of a few positions, she
realized a degree would be necessary to >advance.
~;~

•.: wednesdaymthurs6ftfJ
\

"But I saw too many people my age who came
and took classes a night or two a week and did their
homework and didn't have any fun," she said. "I
didn't want to do that."
Of course, she said, she doesn't have the luxury
of returning to school full time, but she can take a
couple of classes. And she makes time for an occasional ballgame or a movie.
"I just try to do something on campus once a
week," she said. "I want to just sort of hang out and
see what everyone else is doing."
She said she doesn't want "to be a kid again" so
she isn't joining a sorority or trying out for cheerleading, but she said she attends some functions
just to feel a part of the UCF community.
"It makes college a lot more fun to me," she said.
"I think I'd only be getting half of the experience if
I just came to class and went home every day."

e

•
•
•
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"Extremities" UCF Theatre,
7:30pm

~
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Classes End

AAA site allows you to plan about traveling
By VICKI DESORMIER
Staff Writer
The school year is just about over.
You've worked hard all semester and you're ready
for a break. But where are
you going to go and what
are you going to do?
When you were a kid,
your parents probably went
to a travel agency and
flipped
through
the
brochures and wish lists to
pick a spot.
But who has the time? Besides, you don't need a
pesky travel agent breathing down your neck. The
American Automobile Association has always been
a good resource for travel tips and guidebooks, but

now you can work with AAA online at
www.aaa.com and get the same sort of help.
You still need to be a member to take advantage
of some of its services and discounts, but you don't
have to join to look around.
The site is bright and full of pictures for your
wishful thinking pleasure or that final
decision-making push. And, just like when you use
one of its patented Trip Tiks to take you where you
want to go, it's pretty hard to get lost in this site.
There are travel links to everywhere, from Central
Florida (in case you can't get out of town) to Paris.
The pictures are great and there's some easy-toread descriptions. Come on in and look around.
If you decide you want to join AAA, you can do
that from the site, too.
It's a great way to plan a post-school trip ... or to
fantasize about the one you won't be able to take.
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TEACHING ENGLISH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE
(TEFL) CERTIFICATE
The Center for Multilingual Multicultural Studies at the University of Central Flori.da
will offer a four week Certificate Program to prepare participants to teach English abroad.
Classes will be held from June 15 - July 10, 1998.
-----
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Placement services are available to assist graduates with employment abroad .

Application Deadline May 22
For futher information, contact:
Dr. Consuelo E. Stebbins
Center tor Multilingual Multicultural Studies
(407) 823-0088
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UCF receives top -honors,from magazine
Florida Leader magazine, a
15-year-old publication which
covers colleges and universities,
awarded UCF with Best Student
Government,
Most Punctual
Pupils, Fastest
Master's
Degree and honorable mention
for Best Student Newspaper
(Central Florida Future).
Florida Leader recognized SG
for its efforts to increase school
spirit, provide more student services and enhance SG-student
relationships. UCF administrators were quoted saying Keith
McDonald, SG president, is a
person with integrity and fairness .
UCF has the most punctual
pupils because of the layout of
the campus. It was designed in
concentric circles, making
buildings more accessible and

students are able to get anywhere on campus in 15 minutes
or less.
The "fastest" master's degree
would be the two-year course in
precision engineering with a
specialization in high performance engine optimization. The
nation's only master's degree in
race car engines'involves extensive lab work and. a one-semester internship with a racing team
or engine manufacturer.
The Future was recognized for
news reporting and positive
progress in the past year. Butch
Oxendine, publisher of Florida
Leader, said The Future stands
out among other university
newspapers such as USF's The
Oracle,
UF's
Independent
Florida Alligator, and FIU's The
Beacon.
"UCF isn't the technical
school it was a few years ago,"

Oxendine said. "It's moving up
the ladder. I see more student
activities in the long run, more
campus involvement in activities, Student Government and
greek life. It's moving toward a
more liberal arts, resident based
school like UF and FSU."

In other news:
• The Florida Board of Regents
announced April 10 that professors at state universities are
among the least paid in the
nation.
According to a study at
Oklahoma State University, professors of all ranks have average
salaries 20 percent below the
national average. The average
salary of a-fun professor is 16.5
percent below the national average .
BOR is hoping to increase faculty salaries f6r next year. They
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Oviedo Marketplace
announces a world of
fun f,or Earth Day!
YOU'RE INVITED TO THE OVIEDO MARKETPLACE EARTH DAY CELEBRATION ON SATURDAY,
APRIL 25TH FROM lOAM - 7PM AND SUNDAY, APRIL 26TH FROM NOON - SPM. It's a
whole weekend of Earth-friendly fun, games a·nd entertainment for the whole family at Oviedo
Morketploce. •More thon 30 o~ganizati~ns will participate in an Ecology Fair -.yith exhibits about recycling,
conservation, endangered species, water and air purification, and many more eco topics. Plus, we'll
have clowns, face painting and animal displays. • You could even win o trip for two to o tropical rain
forest in San Juan, Puerto Rico, courtesy

of WSHE 100.3 FM. And we're giving away two free cruise

tickets from Polm Beach Cruise lines. •While you're at Oviedo Marketplace explore the newly opened

•

Cha Cho Coconuts; Rego! Cinema's Oviedo Marketplace 22; Bed, Bath

& Beyond; The Shoe

Department; Wet Seal; Treasures by the Christmas Collection; La Maison Diamonds; Cuban Hut;
Smoothie Bee and Footlocker Super Store. • So visit Oviedo

•

Marketplace this weekend. You can shop 'til you drop, save the
planet ond enjoy o world of fun -

all at our Earth Day party.

oviedo
inarketplace

•
.Dillard'>; Goyfers; Bed, Both & Beyond; f.Y.E . (for Your En!erloinmenlj; Foollocker Super Store; Barnes & Noble; Cho Cho Coconuls and Chamberlin's Merkel 8. Cofe.
Conveniently localed off The Central Florido Greenowoy cl Red Bug lake Rood. 407-977·2400. Owned and Manogcd by on Affiliole of ·nmnot.~ECQ\le\:'<Y.

are requesting that the State
University System double the
1998-99 funding to $10 million,
giving faculty a 1 percent
increase.
UCF's Brevard campus'
College of Education is sponsoring a Cosmetology Day in
conjunction
with
Brevard
Community
College's
Cosmetology Dep~ment.
On April 23, sixth, seventh
and eighth graders from
Normandy School will attend
lectures on personal hygiene
and appointments for hair
styling, manicures and pedicures.
The event is funded by a grant
from the cosmetology department. For more information,
contact director Anthony Misco
at 632-1111.

• The Brevard campus Student
Council
for
Exceptional
Children (SCEC) is launching a
joint prevention and education
program with The Yellow
Umbrella/Exchange
Club
Center to teach adolescents the
consequences of Shaken Baby
Syndrome.
The presentation includes a
doll and a skit involving an
actual intervention. The goal of
Yellow Umbrella is to stop this
preventable condition through
outreach and education to the
community
by
increasing
awareness, offering resources
and providing alternative ways
of dealing with one's emotions
and behaviors.
Call Yellow Umbrella at 6900080 for more information.

-
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Corporations and colleges:
too close for comfort?
By PETER LEVINE
College Press Service
You can always spot an athlete at the
University of Wisconsin.
Unlike other students wearing school apparel, they sport the Reebok symbol on their
clothes like a battle patch. Whether it's those
red puffy winter jackets floating through the
thick December snow, or mesh shorts burning
across the track, it looks as if their entire
wardrobe has been provided courtesy of their
athletic sponsor.
Growing corporate involvement in university
life is raising some serious questions. Schools
across the country, faced with shrinking state
and federal funding, are turning to big business
for financial support. But the money often has
strings attached. And many students and faculty members are worried it will compromise
·scholarly objectivity, jeopardize their intellectual freedom, commercialize their institutions
and force them to associate with businesses
whose practices they find offensive.
Their fears aren't unwarranted. A report
released April 1 by researchers at the Health
Policy Research and Development Unit
at Massachusetts General Hospital
and the University of Minnesota
found that scientists at 43 percent
of universities nationwide have
accepted research-related gifts
from corporations. Many of
those companies, the report
states, also placed restrictions
on their gifts that could have created ethical dilemmas for many
researchers. For example, 32
percent of the 2, 167 scientists
surveyed said a donor had
wanted to review articles
and reports resulting from
a gift prior to publication.
"Are corporations
really concerned about
students, faculty and
education, or do they
want to use us all to
make
money?"
asked Ben Manski,
a member of the
Democracy
Teach-In
Council,
an
international
coalition of student
groups based at the University
of Wisconsin that is tired of the growing
influence big business has on campus.
The group was among those that leveled criticism against UW when it signed a $7.9 million deal with Reebok in 1996 that many people said violated school officials' First
Amendment rights. The sports apparel company agreed to outfit 22 men's and women's
teams, give cash payments and scholarships to
the university's athletic department, and support various recreational and academic programs. In return, the company expected to
become the university's sole provider of athletic apparel and shoes.
There was another little catch that came in
the form of what school officials called a "nondisparagement clause":
"During and for a reasonable time after the
term (of the contract), the university will not
issue any official statement that disparages
Reebok, the university's association with
Reebok, Reebok's products or the advertising

agency or others connected with Reebok."
The clause was eventually dropped from the
contract, but other questions surrounding corporate donations soon surfaced.
Earlier this year, students said UW business
school professor Kerry Vandell had compromised his research when he accepted $40,000
from Exxon to determine whether its petrochemical plant in Baton Rouge, La., had "disproportionate impacts on low-income, minority neighborhoods." Vandell not only concluded
it didn't, but also reported that "the presence of
the petrochemical industry is definitely a benefit to the community."
Researchers at the Institute for
Environmental Studies at Louisiana State
University criticized Vandell's analysis for
being too narrow and failing to take into
account all necessary factors required to produce accurate results.
" Would a professor who had been less kind to
the industry get the same access to their
research dollars?" asked Dan Rodman, a UW
graduate student also affiliated with the TeachIn Council.
"This isn't so much of an issue
of unethical individuals as a
systemic problem of who
holds the purse strings,
and therefore sets the
agenda."
Wisconsin is far
from being the only
school to raise such
concerns. At Penn
State University, students have questioned
deals to provide Pepsi
primary
scoreboard
advertising rights and to
allow AT&T to test new technology on campus. At the
University
of
North
Carolina at Chapel Hill,
students objected to the.
alleged unfair labor practices of their school's athletic
provider,
Nike.
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$ 15.00
$ 32.00
$ 65.00
32X Teac IDE CD-ROM
$ 89.00
4 MB Diamond Stealth Video Card$ 89.00
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-Campus Correspondent Sam Kusic of the
University of Pittsburgh contributed to this
story.

16 bit Sound Card
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California
State
University
students protested having to hand over their
communications and telecommunications systems to the likes of Microsoft, GTE
and Fujitsu. Duke University's students, also
concerned about sweatshops, recently
approved by-laws prohibiting the school's
name from appearing on apparel manufactured
by companies that violate fair-labor standards.
With help and advice from the Democracy
Teach-In Council, students and faculty members on nearly 200 campuses nationwide are
calling attention to .the wave of corporate cash
they fear will drown the integrity of educational institutions. "Teach-Ins" - typically a week
of lectures,·performances and special events to make students aware of the growing corporate influence, are scheduled throughout the
academic year. The next one is expected to
happen in. May.
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6584 University Blvd
Winter Park, FL
Phone: 673-3377
Mon-Thur 9-6
Fri & Sat 9-5
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Vnivel'Sity Writing Center
"Because Writers Need Readers,,

UNDERGRADUATES:
Feeling frustrated with your final paper?

The UWC·is open during finals week!
Dates:

M-R
F

April 27th-30th
May 1st

Times:

8am to 5pm
Sam to4pm

For more information, call 823~2197 or visit our
website: http://reach.ucf.edu/-uwc
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Smooth salesmen keep magic carpets 'flying' in Marrakech
By DOUG LANSKY
College Press Service

"

•

'

MARRAKECH, MOROCCO
- Moroccan carpet salesmen can
use the dramatic pause better than
the Dalai Lama. They have better
maneuvering skills than a Spice
Girls manager. They're smoother
than a handgun lobbyist. And they
can be more endearing than your
own grandmother.
Ahmed, who didn't look like he
possessed any of these qualities, sat
across from me on the remarkably
slow Marrakech Express for five
hours without uttering a word,
although I could see he was reading an English magazine through
his Ray-Bans. When I asked if he
spoke English, he replied, "Of
course, but I figured you knew that
Moroccans who initiate conversation in English are usually just trying to sell you something."
I liked him immediately.
Arriving in Marrakech, I agreed
to join Ahmed for (ital) chi (end
ital) in his brother's carpet shop,
the biggest in town.
That was when Ahmed baited
me. He simply told me how much
money he and his brother, Mostefa,
made selling carpets to tourists
(more each day than I make in a
year). The real trick, he said, was
getting the tourists into the shop.
Suddenly, I saw where all this was
heading.
"How much commission?" I
asked.

Ahmed laughed. ''Typically, 6
percent."
I said I might consider working
for him for 12. ·
"Out of the question. If you want
to try it for a while, you can stay
with us and earn 8 percent." We
shook hands. Instantly, I was a
Moroccan carpet salesman.
The next morning, I was dispatched to the main square with
Mohammed, a young man whose
sole job was to help me find my
way back through the maze-like
market to the carpet shop. I spotted
an English tour group, followed
them into a restaurant and sat down
next to a young, friendly-looking
couple. I told them I was a carpet
hustler. Steven and Rachel
laughed.
No, really," I assured them. "I
work for the biggest carpet shop in
Marrakech. My job is to guide you
there and then back to your hotel
when you wish to leave. My friend
Mohammed here will make sure
we won' t get hassled along the
way."
When we arrived at the shop, my
employers were pretty impressed.
Ithad taken me all of 15 minutes to
round up some customers.
Mostefa, a black belt in carpet selling, went right to work, pouring on
the charm like chemically-flavored
butter on movie popcorn. Watching
Mostefa and Ahmed "push rug"
was like watching Torvel and Dean
skate, Ben and Jerry eat ice cream,
or Hulk Hogan and Andre the

Giant attempt a team slam from
third rope.
Mostefa, who speaks seven languages flawlessly, invited Steven
and Rachel to join him for (ital) chi
(end ital) while he listened to their
impressions of Marrakech, found
out their occupations (i.e. their
credit card limits) and offered
some
interesting
Moroccan
insights. They discussed the weather, passport stamps, new diet pills
in Afghanistan, just about everything but carpets.
"Would you like to see a few of
the special carpets we don't display
in the store?" Mostefa asked. How
could Steve and Rachel refuse?
After all, they were practically best
friends by this point. Mostefa had
noticed which style of carpets they
preferred and, with the most subtle
of gestures, signaled his team of
assistants to bring them in.
Carpets of various colors and
sizes were flung out one on top of
the other, giving Steven and Rachel
only five seconds to peek at each
before the next ·one landed on top
of it. Within a few minutes, the pile
was nearly three feet thick. When
the last rug was displayed, Mostefa
confided, "Hard to take it aU in,
isn't it? My mother used to make
so many sweets, I could never
choose. What kind of sweets do
you have in England?"
Mostefa knew the pair was dying
to have a second look at some of
the carpets but he just made idle
chatter until Rachel brought up the

subject. Then, feigning reluctance,
he swung back into action.
''Do you like this one?" he asked,
gesturing to the top carpet.
''That's nice," Rachel confessed,
and the assistants moved it off to
the side.
"How about this one?"
"Well, not quite as much." The
helpers rolled it up and carried it
away. They went through the
whole pile that way, leaving Steven
and Rachel with four carpets.
Now Mostefa knew he could relax
for a while. The couple went up for
a closer look at the carpets they'd
"chosen" and began discussing
which would go where in their
home.
"How much is this one?" Steven
asked.
"Don't worry about the price
now," Mostefa told him. "First,
decide which ones you want."
They decided on two carpets.
"You have developed a fine eye
for carpets in such a short time,"
Mostefa complimented the couple.
Now it was time to bargain. "How
much would you ·be able to give
me for these carpets?" The couple
had no idea where to start the bidding.
"What would be a fair price?"
Steven asked.
"Well," hesitated Mostefa, as if
he'd never sold a carpet quite like
this before, "that carpet hanging on
the wall is twice the size of' yours
and I sold that to a local man for
$4,000 last week. I would certainly

be willing to give that special, local
-rate to you - $2,000 each. And it
would pain me to see you choose,
so I'll give you both for $3,800a price you can't refuse."
I could hear Steven and Rachel
swallow hard. Rachel managed to
maintain her stiff, bleached upper
lip, but Steven suddenly developed
an eye twitch.
The problem, of course, was that
they were already in love with both
carpets and didn't want to offend
their newfound Moroccan soul
mate.
"How about $3,000?" Steven
countered with the conviction of
Kato Kalin. Mostefa turned immediately serious, insulted.
'"'You're in luck, my friends,''
said Mostefa with a big smile as he
walked back. "My supervisor told
me I could come down to $3,500."
The performance was brilliant. He
had bargained on the couple 's
behalf. They accepted with pleasure, probably wondering if the
sale of their first-born child would
cover the purchase.
They shook hands with Mostefa,
handed over their credit card and
Mohammed and I escorted them
back to the market square, where I
spotted an affluent group of
Germans who probably didn't realize they would soon be the owners
of several fine Moroccan carpets.
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LEAD STORIES

• In March, two Missouri legislators proposed a law to have the
state give $1,000 to any married
couple over age 21 who do not
have sexually transmitted diseases,
who have no children prior to the
marriage, who have not aborted a
fetus, and who were not previously
married. The law would establish
official Missouri policies of chastity and faithfulness.
• In March, Rogers, Ark., software developer Rick Bray introduced his TVGuardian sound monitor, which silences offensive
words in television dialogue and
prints tamer substitutes as captions
on the screen. Bray expanded
George Carlin's "seven words you
can't say" to about 100, and says
his device can analyze surrounding
dialogue so that, for example,
"God" will be muted only when
used irreverently. (An earlier version of the software captioned
"Dick Van Dyke" as ')erk Van
gay.")
• Serious Grudges: In
Sissonville, W.Va., in March,
Darrell Carpenter drove a frontend loader through his two-story
house, flattening it, rather than
honor a court order to sell the
house and split the profits with his
estranged wife. The next day, in
Sayville,
N.Y.,
Richard
Hellenschmidt, 45, who owed the
title to his 35-foot boat to a bail
bond company, blew the boat up
by igniting propane fumes, rather
than surrender it.
·
WORST DEFENSE EVER

• In March, three men in Ogden,
Utah, were arrested for rape, and
according to police, two admitted
their roles in the crime. However,
the police said, Alberto Salgado,
18, gave a different story: While
his buddies held the woman down,
an unknown person pushed
Salgado on top of her, and he
"accidentally" penetrated her

because his fly was open since he
had just returned from using the
restroom. As he kept trying to get
up, according to the police account
reported ·~ the Ogden StandardExarniner, the unknown person
pushed him back down, again and
again, until he had a sexual climax.
WHY COIN THIEVES
HAVE TO BE CAREFUL

• In February, police in Corpus
Christi, Texas, said they planned to
charge a 34-year-old man in a
spree of gurnball machine thefts.
They were tipped by the suspect's
landlord, who said the man paid his
weekly rent in quarters and that
when he went to collect one week,
he saw a huge pile of Jawbreakers
on the floor. And Charles James
Harding, 31, was arrested in
January in Bountiful, Utah, and
charged with stealing as much as
$250,000 a year from vending
machines (including some in the
lobbies of police departments).
Police had gone to a house seeking
another man on a·drug charge, but
Harding was there, too, along with
a large box of quarters whose existence neither man could adequately explain.
THE ONLY THING
O,J. DIDN'T TRY

of his bloody clothes, all while
asleep. Not impossible, said an
expert on sleep disorders.
GOVERNMENT IN ACTION

• In February, Houston City
Councilman Rob Todd sent the
vice squad to investigate Myrtle
Freeman's Condoms & More
shop, but they turned up no violations. Frustrated, Todd, noting that
the novelty inventory included
chocolate lollipops shaped like
breasts and items like "edible
panties," then sent the health
department in to close the store for
not having a license to serve prepackaged food. To· avoid closing,
the condom store chose to discontinue its grocery section.
• In October, the town of Morris,
Ala., came within a few days of
having the IRS commandeer its
assets to satisfy a $60,000 back-tax
bill, but it came up with the money
by mortgaging City Hall. To solve
a similar problem, Mayor Zenon
Chica of El Palme, Peru, proposed
in March to auction off City Hall
altogether and had lined up four
bidders willing to start at about
$350,000.
• In November, Oregon State
University physics professor John
Gardner had a federal grant application rejected, apparently solely
because it was not typed double-

spaced. (Gardner, himself, is blind;
he was applying to work on technology for the disabled.) And in
December, the Georgia Court of
Appeals turned down, irrevocably,
an appeal by the state in a $2.7 million personal-injury case because
the state's paperwork was submitted in New Times Roman typeface
instead of the required Courier.
• The Horror of Barking Fish:
The new pet nuisance code adopted in January by the city council of
Palm Beach Gardens permits a
maximum of four pets, except that
five is permissible if none weighs
more than 10 pounds, and 10 is
permissible if none weighs more
than one pound, and 25 is permissible (no more) if they are all fish.
• In Pittsburgh in September,
Francis Glancy, 41, with a bloodalcohol reading more than three
times the legal fu;nit, fell off his
bike, knocking himself out, and
was charged with DUI under a
1993 ruling that makes a bicycle a
"vehicle." However, the statute
permits first offenders to avoid a
conviction if they get counseling
and agree to a 30-day driver's
license suspension. Glancy had no
driver's lice:nse so the judge told
him to apply for one, then allow it
to be suspended for 30 days so he
could get the conviction er~ed.

having achieved success in a
famous case in Canada 10 years
ago. Phoenix inventor Scott Louis
Falater s~d he was sound asleep
during the time he stabbed hi.s wife
44 times and during the time neighbors watched him. hold his wife's
head underwater in a backyard
swimming pool. Just as the
Canadian defendant had supposedly driven 14 miles to his mother-inlaw's home while asleep and beat
her with a tire iron, Falater managed to put on gloves, kill the
woman, bandage a cut, and dispose

MEDICINE

AUC is celebrating its 20t~ anniversary in 1998 with the
Opening of AUCS new mu_ltimillion-dollar Academic Complex
m English-speaking St. Maarten, Netherlands Antilles. AUC is a
fully-accredited medical school currently accepting applications
for its Fall '98 and Spring '99 class terms.
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INFORMATIONAL OPEN HOUSE
Sunday,April 26, 1998 •

(Send your Weird News to Chuck
Shepherd, P 0. Box 8306, · St.
Petersburg,
Fla.
33738,
or
Weird@compuserve.com.
Chuck
Shepherd's latest paperback, "The
Concrete Enema and Other News of
the Weird Classics, " is now available
at bookstores everywhere. To order it
direct, call 1-800-642-6480 and mention this newspaper. The price is $6.95
plus $2 shipping.)
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AMERICAN UNIVERSITY OF THE CARIBBEAN
OF
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The Sleepwalking Defense to
RECURRING THE:MES
homicide finally made its way to
the United States in February after r======-----------~~---------~--------

PRE-MED STUDENTS
SCHOOL

• The Beat Goes On in Texas:
Donald Wayne Martin killed his
wife, two stepchildren and himself
in January. Michael Wayne Hall
and another white supremacist
were arrested in February in the
killing of a woman. And faring better was Wesley Wayne Miller, who
was finally approved for imminent
parole after serving 16 years for the
murder of a woman.
• The latest man to shock mourners by walking in to his own funeral, according to a March Reuters
report from Bahia Blanca,
Argentina,
was
Robinson
Gonzalez, 21. (His mother had
mistakenly identified a shooting
victim as her son.) Unlike in at
least one of the previous instances,
in which the mother of the
"deceased" died of shock upon
seeing that her offspring was still
alive, Mrs. Gonzalez merely suffered an anxiety attack.

1:30 pm - 4:30 pm

Orlando Airport Marriott, in the Vista Ballroom
7499 Augusta National Drive, Orlando, Florida

• Meet AUC graduates-over 2,000 since 1978
• Learn about our extensive medical school program •
To attend the Open House, RSVP by phone at (305) 446-0600, ext.20,
or E-mail us atAUClnfo@juno.com

Visit AVC's Web-site at www.auaned.edu
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Letters to the Editor Policy

•

Where UCF
. students
want
to be!

All letters should be on one subject and include the
writer's name and phone number for confirmation. The
Central Florida Future reserves the right to edit for content and space consideration.
The Future will not print anonymous letters.
Letters can be faxed or emailed.
Fax us @ 977-0019, e-mail us at itk1994@ aol.com .
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Other Floorplans Available
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3 ar:.ld 4 bedroom;~J>~~ment~'"
t
FuUy furnished, including full size wJsher and
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Private.. bathrooms in every bedroom are available

~ Individual Leases
~

Roommate matching service

D

Onsite volleyball court, 2 fitness centers, 2 swimming pools,
2 clubhouses, computer lab, and so much more
~ Hent includes: furniture, electricity, cable & HBO, monitored
alarms, water, sewer, pest control and use of all of our facilities

Located on McCulloch Road - just outside the new UCF North Gate!
For More Info Call:

366-7474
visit our website at: www.royalproperties.com
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120 ALEXANDRIA BLVD.
OVIEDO, FL 32765
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Opinions in the Central Florida Future are those of the newspaper or its
individual columnist and are not necessarily those of the University
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include the authors signature and phone number. Letters are subject to
editing for space and grammar and become the property of the newspaper. The Central Florida Future is a free campus newspaper published
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Please note your l!CF Bookstore has temporarily moved
to portables located between Fine Arts & VAB.
Look for the banners
·
Please call us at UCF-BOOK (823-2665)
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BY PETER KUNDIS
How far in
advance dQ you,

usually

begi~

studying

(<:t~m~~,

.

ming) for you~
final examsl~·

.,
'

-

Thi1 heapjlif~· says it
Mtf:tft)< ·

,:;,d3i

Hot, 4~,fi~·ious pin~.eC
an<{~~ere you .J ant it.

S,~j; ~kk up t,.irr~hone
. ;nd give

Jff a caU.

We'U be' ~~ght
.:::!;:

;:::~;

;~~. :;;;;;

· 12213 Univ.ity Blvd.

384-88

I usually study about four to five days before t.he
•
actual exam, and think about an A+ on 1t.
·
-

Ronit Tzalah, Senior, Psychology, Tel-Aviv, Israel.
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Can you resist the sounds of 'The Phantom'?

•

By CORBETT TRUBEY
Entertainment Editor

•

"Christine.... Christine ... " echoes an eerie
voice somewhere from below. In the blink of
an eye, a strange figure appears in the reflection of a mirror, and our heroine, the gifted
soprano Christine, is whisked away to this
masked man's hideaway. And thus begins an
amazing spectacle of powerful music, special effects, and emotional performances that
make up one of the most original musicals
on tour, ''The Phantom Of The Opera."
This juicy slab of Broadway theater has
been packing people in the Carr Performing
Arts Centre since it's opening, and it shouldn't be a surprise to anyone. It's been called
the most successful stage musical of all time,
with worldwide ticket sales exceeding $2.6
billion. It has won seven Tony awards
including Best Musical, and is Broadway's
fifth longest-running show of all time. The
soundtrack has even gone platinum!
How does a stage musical reach this point?
You can only say so much without giving
the show away, but suffice to say, it is one of
the most haunting and touching stories
you'll ever see. Based on the classic novel
Le Fantome de l' Opera by Gaston Leroux,
''The Phantom Of The Opera" tells the story
of a masked figure who lurks beneath the
catacombs of the Paris Opera House, exercising a reign of terror over all who inhabit
it. He falls madly in love with an innocent
young soprano, Christine, and devotes him-·
self to creating a new star by nurturing her
extraordinary talents and by employing all
of the devious methods at his command.
The plot is played out in grand fashion with
sets and costumes that will make your jaw
easily drop to the floor. From the towering

•

•

•

Special to the FUTURE

Brad Little stars as The Phantom in the third national touring production of Andrew Lloyd Webber's "The Phantom Of The
Opera," winner of seven Tony awards including Best Musical.
chandelier to the glittering dresses, and even
to the mass of candles that magically appear,
''The Phantom Of The Opera" is visually
astounding. Its dark and gothic look contrasts with the tender and moving love story
taking place within it.
This year's cast includes Brad Little~ The
Phantom and Amy Jo Arrington as
Christine, both of whom deliver knock-out

'

from the back of your closet and bust a
move, because performances are only running until May 2nd. A show that will keep
you hypnotized from start to finish, ''The
Phantom... " will probably be the best show
·
to come through Orlando this year.
For ticket prices and show times, please
call Ticketmaster.

Kinko's has everything
you need to make the grade.

WE'LL ERASE YOUR
COLLEGE LOAN.

.,

performances, not for just their acting abilities but for their voices as well. Also impressive is Julie Schmidt as competing soprano
Carlotta Giudicelli, who mixes her glassbreaking vocals with plenty of comedy
relief.
If you're ready to feel the sadness, passion
and intensity that makes up ''The Phantom
Of The Opera," then dig up that suit/dress

•

If you're stuck with a (federally insured)

student loan that's not in default, the
Army might pay it off.
If you qualify, we'll reduce your

debt-up to $65,000. Payment is
either Y3 of the debt or $1,500
for each year of service,
whichever is greater.
You'll also have training
in a choice of skills and
enough self-assurance
to last you the rest of
your life.
)

•
Rely on Kinko's wide selection of products and services not only to help you make
the grade, but get the grade you deserve. Add the finishing touches to your project
by taking advantage of these great offers. Kinko's is here to help make your life
easier.

Get all the details
from your Army
Recruiter.

79 ¢Color Copies

4¢Black & White Copies

Receive 8'/2" x 11" full or self.serve, full color copies
for just 79c each. Resizing costs extra.

Receive 81'2" x 11" full or self·serve, black & white
copies on 20lb white bond for just 4¢ each.

ORLANDO

ORLANDO

12215 University Blvd. ·
658-9518

12215 University Blvd.
658-9518

kinko•s·
I

Offer 11 Umit«I to ont COllJ>Ofl per cust0111<1. Coupon must ho prMm'.td •I lime of purchas< •nd Is not
v.l'd with othtJ offers or discount progninu. Offtr.alid at timeol purchaS< and may not l:e dl1<ount<d
or ett<lited tow.nd1 pait 01 future puttM1<5. Valid at kinlo'1 li1ted loQtion only. Coupon wid wh!ft
?rchihlted by law. No C2.lh valu•.

898-2769

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE:
www.goarmy.com
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I
I
I

Offtr b ll:nitod ta one coupon ptr cuitom..-. Coupon lll\lst bo pmenlfd at time of purchait i111d is not '
valid with othtr offer> or dr1co1"1t Pll><J"""'· Offer valid •t timt of purcllue and m>y not .bt di>counttd
er ciedited towards pa1t or futur• purcham. Valid at Kllli<o's lisW loution only. Coupon void who<•
prohibited by law. Ho ca<o va!ut.
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Most locations open 24 hours, 7 daY.s a week. More than 850 locations worldwide.
For more information visit our web SJte at ww.v.kinkos.com or call 1·800-2-KINJ<OS.
0 1998

Kinko's, Inc. All rightl reserved. Kinko's is a registerell trademallc of iGrko's Venwres, Inc. and is Uled by pennission.
Kinko's requires writwn permission rrom the copyright holder in order to reproduce any col1!'righttd wort
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Fastball

Harvey Danger

Sarah Mclachlan

All the Pain Money Can Buy
(Hollywood Records)

Where Have All Of The Merrymakers Gone?
(Polygram Records)

Surfacing
(Arista Records)

You know, just the other day I was watching MTV and I
The mcxiest tale of Harvey Danger began in 1992, when all
experienced Fastball's debut song 'The Way" on video. I four members were students at the University of Washington.
liked the video, cute guys flying off the top's of tall buildings One day Jeff Lin felt compelled to pick up the guitar. Soon,
and unique adventures kept me interested., Then, I flipped to he and Aaron Huffman (bass) joined forces. "Our original
VH-1 and found it again. It looks like Fastball's popularity . intent was to play Mudhoney and Nirvana covers at parties,
is growing by leaps and we grew from there," Huffman admits. Apparently
and bounds, literally. Harvey Danger has "spread the wealth" with their creativity
"The Way" has now in various unique expressions of punk. The intent of their off
entered Billboard's the wall lyrics, not to mention song titles· like, "Carlotta
-... top 200 and is # 1 on Valdez," ''Terminal Annex," and ''Whoolly Muffler," was that
" .. those will attract a certain segment of sophisticated listenBillboard's Modem
ers," predicts Lin. Well, I don't know what kind of following
Rock Chart. I can certhey wish to receive with their music, but I personally won't
tainly see why. This
be one of the sweaty moshers screaming th_eir lyrics. Elvis
Austin trio is more Costello once referred to this bouncy beat and loud guitar
like a classic rock n' combination as "cheap thrills" and I think it is quite approroll band that picked priate. Let's just say my favorites were the more somber
up little bit of punk
songs,
like
along "The Way."
''Wrecking Ball" and
Cuts
like
"Fire
"Radio
Silence".
Escape" .and ''Which Way To The Top" follow along the
Harvey
Danger's
same lines as 'The Way;" spunky beats, easy rhythms, and
sound isn't that much
interesting lyrics that pick up with sharp hooks. Fastball has
different from all of
definitely amplified their sound beyond the trademark threethe rest of the new
age punk band's that
minute outbursts of fuzz guitar and staccato lyrics. When
I've heard. Sean
asked about the result of sudden fame, "It's all about taking
Nelson (vocals) has a
risks," .answers vocalist/guitarist, Miles Zuniga. Risks are a
rather
distinguishing
key theme that Fastball centers around in this album, but
voice
that kind of
describing the challenges, risks, and adventures are much
·whines
through the
more exciting when followed by talented musicians. Fastball
••miiliM
chords
and
slides in
requires their own combination of horns and vintage synyour
ears,
like
thesizers that really make this band stand out above the rest .
"Flagpole
Sitta,"
which
is
the
epitome
of
"cheap
thrills".
This, my friends, is why Fastball will go far._
Harvey Danger has some catchy tunes, but I guess I'm just
not "sophisticated" enough to recognize or appreciate their
worth.

)

I have to admit that I truly fall for vocalists that
have the ability to vary their ranges so easily. Yes, people like
Mariah Carey and Celine Dion have the talent, but something about Sarah
makes me feel a little rebelish when I
proclaim her lyrics.
She · suddenly cures
a board afternoon
with impressive stories that can pick me
up out of a rut in a
heartbeat. As I sadly
try to mimic her
unique sexy but
clear range, I wonder how she can
seem so natural and serene while connecting so well with the
music. "~urfacing" features some of Sarah's more commonly played tracks like "Building A Mystery," and "Sweet
Surrender," but also premieres other great stories like "Full
Of Grace" and, from the "City of Angels" motion picture
sopndtrack, "Angel." This delicate song of hope an~ personal faith is as tranquil and soft composed as the singer herself.
Her inspiration was of course the movie itself, which she felt
"pulled at all the right heart strings," and after seeing the
movie and falling into this song, I'd have to agree.
Meanwhile, this busy artist was also involved in the Lilith
Fair Toiir, to which Sarah has been a long-time supporter of.
I~ among many others, am anxious to hear some of her
newest releases on this album as soon as it hits the shelves.
In the me~time, · "Surfacing" will continue to provide
Sarah's most recently released ballads and then some.
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•Being a.memberof the UCF Alumni AfJ
•A personalized Class of '
•Fun parties & road trips
•Career assistance
•Great discount
•Pegasus Magazine
•Lots of free stuff
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ALUMNI
By joining today you will receive a personalized Class of '98 T-shirt on graduation dayl
*Personalized t-shirts include the names of those who have completed the necessary requirements to graduate on May 9, 1998 as verified by UCF's Office of Records.

---------------------------------------------------

LJ i F To find out what's hot & receive your free t-shirt, complete and mail this form by May 1, 1998 to:

ALUMNI UCF Alumni Memberahip, PO Box 160046/ADM340, Orlando, FL 32816. Or phone (407)UCF-ALUM.

Name:

SS#:

A

~~~~~~~~~~f
;; ~

,-,

PermanantAddreBs:~~--~------~-~~---~-~~---~~---~~----~-~-,....,.~---,,:;;;.,..-~-~

City, State, Z i p : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . - Telephone Number:______________________________________................_.....__.._.........,__..._
D Check for $25 is enclosed
DCharge $25 to my Visa/MasterCard#:____~____-____-____ Expiration Date:_ _ _ __
•
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UCF Theater goes to provocative extremes
Opening this Thursday, April 16,
UCF's Theatre Department presents the
William
Mastrosimone
drama
"Extremities." Running until the 26th,
the thriller stretches the envelope for university theatre fare, both in daring content and technical difficulty.
Warning! "Extremities" presents scenes
containing adult situations, foul language, and graphic depictions of violence that may offend some audience
members. Even those who have worked
on this production for months are still
offended, shocked, and disgusted by the
attack and it's aftermath. That's the
point. In early productions in the late 70s
and early 80s, the play triggered emotions in audiences that caused a re-examination of some widely held beliefs about
rape and other crimes of violence.
The author, William Mastrosimone: "In
May of 1978 I met a fifty-five year old
woman ... Her face was cut, swollen and
bruised ... Mary was a rape victim ... she
was raped the night before ... A nineteen
year old man broke into her apartment

with intent to rob ... she startled him
when she awoke. He raped her, beat her
with a lamp and fled. Hours later, when
she was able to pick herself up, she
called the police and gave a description.
She was given a humiliating pelvic exam
at the hospital and taken to police headquarters. Out of a lineup of six, Mary
made a positive identification of the
rapist.
"Months later, the trial began. Mary
was made to retell the rape before her
peers, the public, the press. The rapist sat
quietly in a ·three-piece suit, white shirt
and tie. He looked like the son of a minister. When ... cross-examined, he made
amusing remarks. The jury laughed.
There was evidence of rape, but no evidence that he was the rapist."
The case was dismissed. On the courthouse steps the rapist walked up behind
Mary and said, 'If you think that was
bad, wait until next time.'
The author wrote "Extremities" in a
burst of creative energy immediately
after meeting Mary - the play basically

gives the victim that chance to turn the
tables on her attacker. Then she must
deal with the consequences of her own
violent behavior. Mastrosimone wrote
the play in just 15 hours, though there
have been revisions in production notably a long monologue for one character that was added after the play triggered a suppressed memory for an audience member, causing a disturbance that
actually stopped the show. Not surprising, since one out of three women are
victims of sexual assault by age 18.
Counselors from UCF's Victim Services
department have agreed to be present at
each performance for anyone who wishes to seek assistance.
"Victim Services was instrumental in
helping us research and understand the
reactions of the characters to the violence
of the play," says Jim Howard, back to
direct his second production for the
university. "Having the resources of a
sizable educational institution are a real
treat - often shows in the 'real world' setting are operating under a completely

different set of constraints. The sheer
luxury of a 6 week rehearsal period, for
instance." Howard first directed for UCF
in the Summer Season's production of
"Broadway Bound" - "the growth in the
department since then (2 years ago) has
been tremendous."
Appearing as Marjorie and her attacker
are UCF seniors Meghan Drewett and
Jorge Cordova, both of whom are familiar to area audiences - Ms. Drewett most
recently as Brooke in "Noises Off,:'
Mr.Cordova as Norman in "Norman
Conquests." Rounding out the cast are
UCF veterans Leslie Seidel and Mindy
Shepherd.
"Though the play is a short one, each
actor will find a challenge in bringing it
to the stage," says director Howard. "The
audience is challenged as well, by difficult and emotional themes."
Extremities runs April 22-26. Check
with the box office at 823-1500 . for
show times.
-
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NEED MONEY?
Earn Up To $185.00 Per Month
Donating Plasma

•.

FOR INFORMATION OR APPOINTMENT CALL:

841-2151
SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS
1122 W. CHURCH STREET
ORLANDO
~-------i
{'

I
Have plans to spend your summer in Southwest Florida?
Check us out. Be cool th.is smnmer.
Florida Gulf Coast University, Florida's newest four,year university,
offers a full range of summer courses. And all credits are transferable.

FGCU not only offers educational excellencoc\
.

Try Our Lunch Buffet
l lam-2pm Mqnday thru Friday

Salad Bar• Soup of the Day
1 Meat Entree • 2 Pastas • Pizza

$4.95

$5.99

100 Carrigan Ave.
Oviedo, Fl

Large Cheese Pizza

Corner of Alajaya Trail

( arry out uni~ . \\ irnupon uni~. :\ot
\<tlill \\ / an~ othl·r mu pun' ur ofh:r,.
thru 7-15-'nl

365-4774

but innovative technology, integrated
curriculum and personal attention to
individual students.
Better call for availability.

Florida Gulf Coast University.

FLORIDA

Be cool.
Check
us out.

GULF COAST
UNIVERSITY

/'

A Proud Commitmt..'Tlt to Educational Excellence

10501 FGCU Boulevard South, Fort Myers, Florida 33965,6565
1~888,889,1095

http://wivw.fgcu.edu
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s·tanford students win bias suit
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
STANFORD, Calif. - Four
former Stanford University students have won a $300,000 settlement from a couple who
refused to let them rent a house
because they were Asian.
An U.S. District Court judge
approved the settlement, one of
the largest stemming from allegations of housing discrimination.
Property owners Jack and
Beverly Hybl, who have since
sold the rental house, also have
agreed to receive training in fair
housing laws.
The students alleged that
Beverly Hybl took them on a
tour of the house, and commented that she bad "good, white
American applicants," who also
were hoping to rent it. The students claimed Beverly Hybl
eventually chased them from the
house yelling "We white people
need to stick together," and "Go
back to your country."
A woman in the house at the
time of the tour later told attor-

neys Hybl apologized that she
had subjected her to the heated
exchange but also added:
"They're ruining our country."
The students, who found out
about the Hybls' property from
the university's Community
Housing Office, pushed school
officials to drop the family's
properties from school listings.
Six months after the 1996 incident, the university did just that.

Proposal to lower
drinking age denied
Ff. COLLINS, Colo. - So
close, and yet so far away.
Eighteen-year-olds in Colorado
hoping to drink beer legally will
have to wait a while longer. By a
tight vote of 5-7, the State
Veterans and Military Affairs
Committee on Feb. 5 quashed a
proposed bill that would have
lowered the drinking age for 3.2
beer from 21 to 18. If the bill had
been approved, the state would
have forfeited $20 million in federal highway funding.
To offset the loss, the bill's
sponsor, state Rep. Ron Tupa,

proposed that 18- to 21-year-olds
be required to purchase an annual drinking permit for $100. State
employment, residency or
enrollment in a state school also
would have been required for
people to be eligible for the permit.
"Personally, I feel that when you
are 18, you are a legal adult and
should be able to do whatever
you want," Tupa told the "Rocky
Mountain
Collegian"
of
Colorado State University.

Student convicted
of sending
threatening e-mail
SANTAANA, Calif. -A federal jury convicted a former
University of California at Irvine
student of a civil-rights violation
for sending threatening e-mail to
59 Asian students. The Feb. 10
conviction is the first for hate
mail sent through cyberspace
and now serves as legal precedent that sets standards for conduct on the Internet, Assistant
U.S. Attorney Michael Gennaco
told
Knight-Ridder/Tribune

News Service.
"It's drawing a line in cyberspace and saying if you cross
that line and threaten people with
their lives that a jury of your
peers is not going to tolerate it,"
he said.
Richard Machado, 21, testified
that he sent the threatening email in 1996 as a joke and never
meant to hurt anyone. However,
he admitted under cross-examination that he blamed his own
poor grades on Asian students,
who he said had raised the grading curve. Machado is scheduled
for sentencing in coming wee!<:s.

University's -admissions
guidelines spark debate
ANN ARBOR, Mich. -Being
an athlete or member of an
underrepresented minority group
could get students into the
University of Michigan faster
than if they made a perfect score
on the SAT.
The school's recently revised
evaluations of prospective students come at a time when it's
faced with two lawsuits chal-

lenging its use of race in the
admissions process. University
officials say the changes are
"simpler, less complex" versions
of old guidelines, but critics say
they' re more proof that race is
still a very large factor in the university's admissions.
"It's important for everyone to
realize that no one is guaranteed
admission because of a particular
score," said university spokeswoman Lisa Baker. "While test
scores tell us something about an
applicant, they don't present a
complete picture. The (gradepoint a rerage) is truly the most
important factor."
Students are admitted on a
point system and can get as
many as 110 points for academic
factors - for example, a perfect
4.0 GPA is worth 80 points and 40 points for non-academic
ones. Non-academic factors
increase a student's chance of
admission. Students who earn
perfect scores on the SAT or
ACT would get 12 points, but
athletes or minorities get 20
points.

Write for tR~":r;P
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Your UCF newspaper is online at
anew address, www.UCFFuture.com!

EVervthing in
print, plus
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CLUB INFO.
Cypress Christian Life

Condo For Rent: l lg bedroom, furnished w/d pool & community pool.
Tennis & basketball court - $460/mth
Call Patty @ 679-3954

$$$ EARN GREAT TIPS$$$
Valet Parking Services of America :;eeking clean cut, athletic, positive people

ROOMMATES

ACCOUNTING TUTOR: CPA,
FORMER COLLEGE INSTRUC·
TOR

s

to work @ Orlando's hottest night
Roommate Needed IO min. from UCF
FIND THE STUDENT GENIUS IN
spots; Roxy, Raddisson - Twin Towers,
$300 a month + 113 utilities house in
For Sale: 1985 Pontiac Firebird - runs
YOU! HOW? FREE DETAILS.
Embassy Suites. Clean driving records
Alafaya Woods area. Call 359-3687
great, $1 ,500 obo - 658-5735
CALL 407/525-3302
over 19 yrs old a must. $7-15/hr; PT or
FT, great job for students, flexible
t-:MA:-:-:-:L-:E:-:/F::E::MA:-:-:-:L-:E:-N:'.":"'::O-:-N:-S:::M:-:-:O-:KE:=R::--i---------------1
TUTORING:
schedule. Contact Doug @ 760-7719
NEEDED TO SHARE 3 BEDROOM
ENGLISH TO SPANISH
SPANISH TO ENGLISH
Appointment Setters: guarantee $8/hr + Custom Staffing, Inc is now hiring for HOUSE - RENT $240 PLUS UTILIBASIC COMPUTER SKILLS
commission. Looking for dependable
office & professional jobs! Maitland
TIES. 679-4752 ON GOLDENROD
REASONABLE RATES
people w/ a good speaking voice. Work
667-8755 S. Orlando 370-6646
NEAR UCF
CALL 407/331-4076
for the world leaders in fitness market- 1-.....;:.:.:...:.;.:.:..:.:..=:=:.:.;:.:.,::..:.;:..;.:_...J"-------------1
SHARP Notebook computer, $500. 486
I need 5 ladies to sell roses in top nightROOMMATE NEEDED - UCF AREA
ing.
Part
or
full
time
available.
436
&
WIN
A
BIG
SCREEN TV OR MAID
DX2/66 20MB memory 320 MB HD
clubs, Roxies, 8 Seconds, Backstage!
FEMALE STUDENT OR PROFESSIONAL TO
University Blvd in Winter Park.
SERVICE FOR A SEMESTER
10.4" LCD screen, 14.4 FAX modem
_
_John
Earn $15-25/hr, make an easy $75SHARE 2/2 CONDO. CLEAN NON-SMOKER
671 2727
while raising money for your student
Windows 3.1 w/ 95 upgrade Call Tom
125/night! No uniforms, flex hrs, full- AND RESPONSIBLE. POOL, BALCONY, W/D,
organization. Earn up to $5 per
at 407/366-2510.
Childcare for toddler needed in UCF part time. 9:00-2:00 nightly from Wed. 1/4 MILES FROM CAMPUS. $350 PER
Visa/MC
application. The 1st 50 groups
area home. Hours flex. , Must have lots Sun. Need car, be assertive, outgoing &
MONTH+ 1/2 UTILITIES 407/295-3711
House for sale: immaculate 4/2 plus
to complete the fundraiser receive
of
energy,
experience,
references,
have
a
smiling
personality.
We
have
fun
1
1
office, Florida room, privacy fence. 7
FREE MOVIE PASSES!!
CPR training and love kids.
&. the night goes by quickly! Join our
RENTER W,\_NTED: 3/2 House
minutes from UCF - $89,800
Call for details 1-800-932-0528 x75
Call 359-0062, leave message.
team! Renee 977-0449
Furnished Including Bedrooms, Quiet
call 275-9902 for more information
m_e_/_F_u_ll_T-im_e_:_Imm
__e_d_ia-te_u_n_lim_.--..f-2_8_A_th_le-t1-.c-t-yp_e_s_n-ee_d_e_d_£-or_p_am_·c-ip_a__-1 Residential Community, $215/mth + 113
EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
EUROPE - SUMMER '98
Large 2 bdr/2 bth apartment for rent.
ited opportunity. Benefits, Rear
.· ement,
tion in testing of new sports game.
Utilities Owner Resides in Residence.
C aII Bren t 823 -5035 Day nm· e
Clean & quiet, nice view,walk to UCF,
SOUTHEAST DEP' S - $398 RT
will train. 100% Vested For Life
$10/hr 644-3510
PUERTO RICO - $79 OW
dishwasher. $450/mth - Call 349-2723
Income. Call l-800-356-2650
NORTHEAST USA - $79 OW
Access Code .00
PT/FT immediate unlimited opportunity
•Sofa & Loveseat- great shape accept-1--------------~ benefits, retirement, will train, 100%
CALL 800-326-2009
ing the best offer• Round dining rm
WANTED: Energetic, motivated and
vested full life income 800-356-2650
table w/ 4 fabric chairs $200 (matches
committed individual to care for five
sofa)• l yr old desk w/ return - $225
year old. Full time beginning June 1
Pretty Ladies: DPR Studios Looking for
·~ a<;ivanced levels. For more details
7 4
Call 407/658-1964
Sunday Celebration!!
ED 120 5p.m.
Homegroup Thursday's 7:30 pm
678-4020 or

1

(

1-------------_,.-Part--T1-.

<.

{

"

1--F-o-rm-er_M_c_:-~e-~-~-~-~-:-:-,-2-m_a_n_y_-1 ~~~=~~~~~:~i::::~~:: ~~;!~:~~ m~~:~·!u~~a~:y~ ~~l ~g;~S~;~;~~~e,

upgrades, large yard . Great area & close l-c_o_m_p_et-it-iv_e_w_a_g_e_s._C_al_I_4_0_7_15_2_1-_8_1_75_.._ _ _ _w_w_w_._d_pr_s_tu_d_io_s_.c_om
_ _ _--f
Europe - Summer '98
to everything. 6 years new - Job reloca- Swimming Instructors Wanted: must be
Advertise with the
$189 (each way+ taxes)Other places at
tion -- Must Sell! 4071277-4729
experienced and certified, great pay,
CENTRAL FWRIDA FuTURE _
great prices! Call 800-326-2009
1---E-'.A_RL_Y_B_I_RD
__G_E_T_R_E_'.A_D_Y_---1 flexible- schedule PT/FT. Call 699-1992
For more information
1-----htt_p_:_11_w_w_w_.a_ir_hi_·t-ch_._or_g_ _- - i I WILL BUY YOUR EXTRA TICKETS TO

FOR FALL!!!
ATTENTION! Earn$$$ in a research
LARGE TOWNHOUSE, 1260 sq ft.
study on STDs Please call 1-800-5402BR/2.5BA, laundry room, nice carpet,
7015 Completely Confidential
fresh paint. Walk to UCF (300 yards 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Administrative Coordinator for Real
from campus) Some small pets allowed.
Estate Developer, gret work environmTo Conscientious Renter Only.
$ /mth. Call
net in Downtown Orlando, growing
_
575
372 0404
company, will train, career opportunity,
looking for energetic, intelligent, detail
1986 JETTA, VW 5 SPEED DIESEL COLD
oriented person witg computer .skiUs.
A1R - $500.00 O.B.O 275-9902
Jennifeio422-1000.

1---------------'

call 407/977-1009

$1,000 CASH AWARD TO THE PERSON
WHO WILL RETURN MY LABTOP DELL
lNSPIRON 3000.. SERVICE TAG: CFBOB
SERIAL NUMBER:' 220-0328 No
QUESTIONS ASKED. CALL JANNICK
407/823-687o OR 407/366-0822

GRADUATION! I need tickets to the
CAMPSOURCE:
Health and Public Affairs Spring
UNIQUE FREE REFERRAL
Graduation. I have a very large family
SERIVCE LISTS JOB OPENING AT
and they all want to come - please call
BE"'TUIFUL
SUMMER CAMPS .
rt
MlKE RussELL at 381-3824.
CALL ABOUT POSITIONS IN
I.NEED ARTS AND SCIENCES
WATERFRONT, TENNIS ,
GRAD.U ATION TICKETS! I WILL
GYMNAS'[ICS, ROLLER HOCKEY,
PAY CASH!!! I HAVE AN EXTREMELY
THEATER ARTS , LACROOSE AND
MANY MORE. CALL 888-985-CAMP. LARGE FAMILY - PLEASE CALL 650-0594
AND LEAVE A MESSAGE.

...
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Rerays.

FAU, Doubleheader, begins at
I p.m.
Track and Field, Drake Relays.
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Saturday
1O_am-4pm
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Sheraton in Maitland

Looking for a new career... just graduated and need
.

~

.

Check out Career Fair '98.

job?

·

Central Florida companies hiring for all positions.

Make the move for a better tomorrow today.
presented by:

MAGIC
1oziM

..
•

Lite Rock Favorites

IEALAadio

100-3fM . 104.lFM.
for more information call 916-7801
r
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Team expected Smith would leave
FromPAGE24
Metzcus was brought in to coach so
as to not lose the momentum of the
spring recruiting season and that
Metzcus has put in her resume for
the position and that is fine with us."
Kaufman added that Smith is still
under contract for about a month
and continues to work with the volleyball program behind the scenes.
It was Smith who recommended
that Metzcus fill the coaching duties
in her absence.
Smith, who was the winningest
coach in UCF volleyball history,
sutprisingly resigned after one of
her ·best seasons. She guided the
Knights to a 28-4 record in 1997, a
sixth
consecutive
TAAC
Tournament Championship and
third-consecutive NCAA tournament appearance.
The team broke new ground in the
tournament, winning its first NCAA
Tournament game by defeating
ACC
champion
Clemson
University 15-7, 15-13, 15-1 before
losing to the University of
WISCOnsin in the second round.
Saying she wanted to pursue other
interests outside of coaching, Smith
resigned.
Smith's decision was not a sutprise
toMetzcus.
'We had so many people graduate,
she wasn't excited about the next
year and she made the decision
because of the fact we didn't do so

Did You Pay College
Tuition This Semester?

well in [her opinion] at the NCAA works out three days a week, focusTournament, Metzcus said. Some of ing on weight lifting, jumping and
the girls were shocked and some endurance drills.
said they felt like they knew it was
'1t's a team thing," she said.
corning just because so many had "Everybcxly is under a strict program to follow and everyday it is
graduated.
''Losing seven seniors to gradua- something new."
The trainer, who also works with
tion, including two TAAC Playerof-the-Year
winners
Renata the Golden Knight football and
Menchikova (1996) and Tyra baseball teams, has pushed the volHarper (1997), helped aide Smith's leyball team to new levels.
decision," Metzcus added.
'1t has been a great bonding expeUCF setter Amanda Fielding said rience," Metzcus said. "It helps us
Smith felt bad leaving Fielding, prevent injury and helps us jump
who left the University of New higher because were not a very tall
Mexico to get more playing time at team I was worried that as a football trainer how he would work with
UCF.
"Most of us knew she would girls, but he has come to us with
leave," said Metzcus, a member of open arms and he makes us fight [to
the 1997 All-TAAC First Team. reach new goals]."
Metzcus, who has scheduled
"She would have had a big commitment with a young class and she felt .opponents such as Purdue and
bad because she recruited me and I Clemson for next season, has a simstill had a year left at UCF, but [her ple philosophy on the upcoming
year and her place in it
leaving] wasn't much of a shock"
Although the future is somewhat
"I can make this my team [for
uncertain for Metzcus, she has not .now], do what I want to do now and
hesitated to make her own impres- what is best for them," Metzcus
sion on the program. She has added said '1f someone else comes in,
a full-time ~ngth and condition- then they can add their flavor to it
ing coach, a first for the program, but if not, I'm already here and I've
which has been well received by the been here for the full spring and
players.
summer."
"At first, they didn't like it too
I have this idea that everything
much because they have never been happens for a reason and I really
in a strict weight lifting program, but believe that. I really haven't wornow they say its one of the best ried about [next season] because I
things we've ever done," said don't have time for it"
Metzcus, adding the team currently

Join the Florida Army National
Guard and we'll pay your tuition!
As a member of the
Guard you can attend
a public college or university in Florida with the
Education Do11ars for
Duty Program. 'I11is
is a great opportunity to serve Florida, earn a parttime salary and
enjoy the benefits of a higher education.
CALLTODAY!
~-800

GO-GUARD

St. Joseph's
Catholic Church
. 1501 Alafaya Trai1

Saturday Vigil Mass: 6 p.m.
Sunday Masses:
8 a.m., 10:30 p.m. & 12 p.m

275-0841

HAVE FUN

Pregnancy Help.- 658-0016

(

AND GET PAID FOR IT!
Now hiring for the following positons:
* Lifeguard (Free on-site certification)
*Front Gate
* Food & Beverage
* Park Services
*Warehouse
* Beach Games
* Tradewinds Surf Shop
* Certified Security Guards
* Paramedics

,,
ICE CREAM

Made In Orlando!
~ Shakes & Waffle Cones Made From Scratch

* Parking Attendants
*Catering
* Weekend Receptionist

~ Homemade Yogurt - Fat Free & Sugar Free

~Create Your Own Smoothie!
~ Ask For Your Ice Cream Lovers Card

We offer these cool benefits:
Great pay * Free admittance for team members and family*
Tuition Re-embursements * Paid vacations, sick, and
holidays * Cool Managers* Annual Parties
for Team Members and Family *Flexible schedules*
Receive $50 if a friend or family member applies
· and gets hired with you!
Come down to Wet 'n Wild's Human Resource Center and fill out yourapplication to
the World's Coolest Job Today or calf.the Job Line at 248-1600.

<

Huge Portions • 1\10 Preservatives
I

I

1\10 Additives• Hand Crafted

Come See Us At Your UCF Student Union!

r

Open Until 11 P.M. Every -Night - Including Weekends
Catering
A\ ailablc

823-8042

1\fo/,c Sure ro
Tcde Hume u P11lf.1
<
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Culpepper t<? make 1999 draft special for UCF
FromPAGE24

its share of bodies selected.
UCF's body count: Zero.
No players selected in any round
in either the 1997 or 1998 drafts.
What happened to the talent that
led the team to near upsets of so
many SEC schools? A team that
went to Lincoln, Neb. and came
within a touchdown in the fourth
quarter of the eventual co-national
champions should have at least a
mid-round draft choice, right?
,,.

Why didn't anyone get selected?

Here's the roll call of UCF players
with a reasonable shot at making an
NFL roster: defensive end Jermaine
Benoit, safety Donnell Washington
and linebacker Emory Green. All

three are athletic, but they had questions of size entering the draft.
Washington and Green are under the
vaunted 6-foot-2 height so teloved
by pro scouts and Benoit weighs
under 260 pounds.
But in a draft featuring the catch
word "character'' with troubled
Marshall receiver Randy Moss and
Oklahoma State tight end Alonzo
Mayes, this trio had enough character for an entire first round if you ask
any UCF player or coach. Former
coach Gene McDowell spoke volumes to about three players' personalities and leadership skills, leaving
hope that they can be signed as
rookie free agents, possibly making
at as developmental squad players.
·
But I'm leaving someone out:

receiver Todd Cleveland. Cleveland
had the most raw talent of any of the
Knight possibles in the draft
Cleveland's stock fell well off the
map after he ran 40-yard dash times
in the high 4.6s in at least one pro
workout for the Miami Dolphins
and New York Giants scouts and
suffered through an injury-plagued
1997 season.
Mel Kiper Jr., the right-to-no-life
guru of the NFL Draft, had
Cleveland as the No. 19 receiver
prospect entering the 1997 season.
Thirty catches, no touchdowns and a
bad hip fl.exor later and he's considered a free agent pickup. Miami
could still sign Cleveland, but UCF
coach Mike Kruczek thinks the
receiver could have done much bet-

ter.
"I know he worked very hard to
rehab the injury, but it's just not
there," said Kruczek, who added that
Cleveland signing with a team will
be a no-brainer. "His speed dropped
down and so obviously his stock
With NFL scouts dropped as well."
UCFhas had it's share of NFL
players in years past. Center Mark
Gruttadauria, defensive end Greg
Jefferson and wide receiver Shawn
Jefferson are regular starters in the
NFL. The Knights had two players
sign free agent deals last season and
including former-linebacker Nakia
Reddick, who is trying to make the .
Indianapolis Colts' roster as a safety.
This still leaves the question of
why more Knights were not drafted.

CHECKnOUl
ONlHEWEB.

www.ford.com

•

$400
CASH
BONUS
.
. toward purchase or lease*

"
•

1998 Ford Escort ~

•
•

You've hit the books. Now it's time to hit the road. Ford can help. College seniors
and grad students get $400 cash back* toward the purchase or Ford Credit
Red Carpet Lease of any eligible Ford or Mercury. It's academic: pocket the cash,
grab life .by the wheel. For more College Graduate Purchase Program info,
call 1-800-321-1536 or visit the Web atwww.ford.com

'To be eligible, you must graduate with an associate's or bachelor"s degree between 10/1196 and 1/5/99 or be currently enrolled in graduate school.
You must purchase or lease your new vel1icle between 1/4/98 and 1/5/99. Some customer and vehicle eligibility restrictions apply. See your dealer for details.

•

Kiuczek said it comes down to if the
players are willing to work with borderline talent.
''I know when I went to school. I
worked hard to improve on what I
already had and not wait until my
final year to try and get something
accomplished," Kruczek said. 'We
try to teach these guys to maximize
each day, physically and mentally, to
be into the game, so they can get the
most out of themselves and play on
the next level, but they don't always
listen."

A Bright Future
If the Knights had so few pro level
players leave from this year's team,
one can only imagine what is to
come.
If anything, next year's NFL Draft
should be the most watched UCF
event in school history when fans
wait to . ee if quarterback Daunte
Culpepper is the first pick overall.
"Culpepper just continues to
heighten the visibility of the program," Kruczek said. ''It started with
signing him and it has continued
throughout his career."
If Culpepper is taken early in the
1999 draft or does well in the NFL,
it will fulfill a prophecy Kruczek had
for the standout quarterback when
he arrived at UCF in 1995.
''I keep telling him that God created him to play in the National
Football League," Kruczek said.
"He's going to bring national recognition to a program that definitely
needs it."
And that hype (and Culpepper's
arm) should give current Knight
standouts like receivers Siaha Burley
and Mark Nonsant all the televisedhighlight film material they need to
catch the eyes of pro scouts. Senior
offensive linemen Bill Dayton, Ryan
Gillis and Cornell Green will also
benefit from being key parts of the
best ensemble firepower in school
hist01y.
Kruczek said starting with next
season, the program will start build
to the reputation of Division I depth
and skill pro scouts look for. A
strong reputation could also give the
Fred Barleys and Charles Lees a
boost in 2001, about the time
Culpepper should be earning the
full-time starting job with some NFL
team.
'We have moved along fairly
quickly with players whose talent
that isn't comparable around the
nation," he said. "You can say what
you want about recruiting and not
signing NFL talent out of high
school, which you have to understand what you have to work with at
this university budget-wise and utility-wise, but this will all change with
time and then we can get a consistent flow of NFL talent to come
here."
I'll be waiting to brag, coach.

GET RESULTS HOWi
•
•
•
•

Professional Creative Resumes
Fast Turnaround/Reasonable Rates
Desk Top Publishing
Initial Consultation Included!

14011 206-1200

-~~~;·;;OP
IO& S. Scmorao Blvd. - Wint~ Park
~egu\a(
HOURS
c\J\
Mo.11.· Sal
Sii
8 n.m. - 9 p.in.

sw\f!·

c~

Open Suoday 10-4

679-9060

-1.
-~
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Team has FAU, Stetson series left to right season
FromPAGE24
allow 11 earned runs, 13 hits
while striking out only two in
7 .2 innings.
Kevin Gordon earned the win
in the early game on April 18
after
relieving
senior
pitcher/outfielder
Todd
Bellhorn. Bellhorn gave up all
five runs on seven hits over 4.2
innings. Gordon, pitching 2.1
innings, kept the Panthers scoreless, allowing only one hit and
two walks.
Bergman said his team's
recent inconsistency has him
searching for answers.
"We did not compete as well
as I thought we could,"
Bergman said. "It concerns me
as much as it would any coach,
but there isn't much you can say
about it.
"I wish there was [something I
could do] and if I knew what

that was then I would do it. I
think that the team, with respect
to the schedule and where we
are right now, is playing hard."
Bellhorn said the team played
against FIU, but it must work
harder to be a contender for the
conference champion for the
fifth time in six years.
"The mental and physical
errors went away and we really
didn't beat ourselves," Bellhorn
said. "It's weird. We hear so
much about what the potential
of this team is and what it can
do, and sometimes, maybe we
rely on that a little too much. It's
good to have confidence, but
you can't sit there on your rear
end and expect the cards to fall
in your hand."
UCF, which has had the same
record through 48 games for
three-consecutive years, needs
only one more conference win
to improve on last seasons' 7-10

TAAC record.
Despite the slow start,
Bergman said his team should
be able to win its remaining
games and earn a high seed in
the TAAC Tournament May 816.
He added his team, which
posted a 1-5 record against FIU
in the 1997 regular season, beat
the Panthers 8-4 in the semifinals of last year's TAAC
Tournament before winning its
title last year.
Looking ahead: UCF will
face host doubleheaders against
Florida Atlantic (April 25-26)
and travel to Stetson (May 2-3)
before heading into the first
round of the TAAC tournament.
The Knights outscored and out
hit the Owls 19-5 and 30-14,
respectively, in their last meeting on March 28-29. UCF swept
the series 3-0.
The Hatters were outscored

31-24 against UCF April 10-11,
as the Knights out-hit Stetson
48-29, highlighted by 26 hits in
the first game to help them take
the series 2-1.
Notebook: The Golden
Knights are ranked 44th in the
April 12 edition of the USA
Today/ESPN Coaches Poll. The
team is also ranked 25th in the
April 12 edition of the Baseball
America poll .... UCF coach Jay
Bergman briefly relinquished
his third base coaching duties
against
· Bethune-Cookman
College on April 15 to assistant
coach Craig Cozart. Bergman,
who went to the bench ·when
UCF led 8-0 against BCC, said
the change wasn't permanent
and he made the move to give
Cozart some experience coaching third base.
Matt
Lubozynski on Todd Bellhorn's
chances to earn 11 wins, which

would tie a new UCF single-season pitching record: "I think he
had a chance until he got hurt,'~
Lubozynski said. "I don't think
he'll be able to get it now
because he's taken a couple of
weeks off." Bellhorn (8-0) has
not pitched since April 3 and has
been suffering from a sore left
arm. Bergman expects Bellhorn
to pitch one game in each of
UCF's remaining weekend
series against FAU and Stetson.
... Bellhorn on his two~week
'layoff before pitching on April
18: "I've pitched as much as
I've wanted to," Bellhorn said.
"I took one or two weeks off last
year and it helps you out
because.you don't want to burn
out arm out. I've only missed
one weekend and if that hinders
my draft status, I shouldn't be
drafted at all. If it does hinder it,
it does, but I put it all in the
Lord's hands."

.)

>

CASH FOR
YOUR
TEXTBOOKS
Book Buyback: April 23-May 1

For every textbook you sell us
you will be entered into our
drawing to win a

'J

SEMESTER WORTH OF BOOKS

FREE!
WHERE??

Knight's Corner Bookstore!!
(near Kinko's & Miami Subs)

Buyback Hours:
Mon-Thur: 8:30-7
Friday:8:30-6
Sat: 10-5

( ;,J
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UCF women return to NCAAs

1111 AGA~ln

-· PLAY

By TONY MEJIA
Staff Writer

SIPOl~ll~

The top-seeded UCF women's
tennis team held serve at the
TAAC championships this
weekend, capturing its secondconsecutive conference crown
to earn a berth in the NCAA
tournament.
Rain postponed the regularly
scheduled final, forcing UCF to
spend an extra day in Macon,
GA, where they finally topped
second-seed Georgia State on
April 20. Top players Maria
Ann
Widyadharma
and
Svantesson won all of their
tournament matches. In fact,
UCF won all matches, 5-0, over
Samford and the College of
Charleston on Saturday and
GSU on Monday morning.

USED & NEW SPORTS EQUIPMENT

Buy •:• Sell •:• Trade •:• Consign
I

SwiNG ON IN FoR ALL
Of YouR
GolfiNG NEEds!

..

•

AREA's LARGEST SElECTioN of NEW
& PRE-OwNEd Colf EouipMENT

Make Sure to Check Out Our
Skate Closeouts!
7600 University Blvd. • Winter Park

The short stop went 6-for-6 last Friday in UCF's 1613 win over Stetson (Apr. 10), setting a school record
for hits in a.game. He finished the contest with three
singles, two doubles, a home run and four RBI.

~Sprint.

Women's
golf
Championship

Sprint TELECENTERs Inc.

During April and May we are
hiring for phone rep's at the

6th

at

TAAC

UCF shot a final-round 333 and finished sixth at the
TAAC Championship in Jacksonville, Ala. on
Tuesday. Line Berg led the Knights, finishing third
with a 13- over-par 229. Emma Soderlindh finished a
tied for seventh with a 17-over-par 233. Campbell took
home the TAAC Championship for a third straight
year, and its Mara Larrauri took home medalist honors.

Sprint TELECENTERs Inc.
UCF/Research Park facility. For
your hard work and winning
attitude, we offer:
~

$7.00 hr base
$1.00 hr in bonuses

Crew Wms Overall Points Trophy at States
The women's crew combined with the club men's
crew to win the overall points trophy at the Florida
Intercollegiate
Rowing
Association
State
Championship in Tampa, April 11. The two teams
accumulated 110 points, 39 points better than runnerup Florida.
· The Lightweight 8+ of Joy Fan, Christina DePrirno,
Sta~ey Nash, Sadye Paez, Ai-Di Nguyen, Amy
Engelhardt, Jennifer Swanson, Christina Baxter and
coxswain Sara Miller beat Florida in 7:41.4 while the
Freshman/Novice 8+ PBE, made up of Rachel Byrne,
Colleen Morrison, Mary Shuffield, Deanna Persico,
Danielle Daly, Elaine Pace, Sara-Michelle Okun, Kara
Sherman and coxswain Laura Simon, beat UF with a
time of7:52.7.

~

Referral bonuses
~.Flexible Schedules
~ Paid Training
Energetic individuals who'd
like to earn money and
meet new friends. Contact

Brett for an interview!

'South park'

GET
NETWORKING!

•
•
•

present ...

206-7814

CORPORATION

StaffingSolutions·
by Personnel One·

Wednesday nights .
Come watch Kenny
get killed.

Build Your Resume
Even Before You
Finish Your Training

,,

Summer I Seasonal and Long t~rrp ,·
Opportunities Av~llable with< , · ·, ;
-"Orlando"s Top Companies
'

1

+ ADMINISTRATIVE
+ CLERICAURECEPTION
+ CUSTOMER SERVICE

..

+DATA ENTRY
+ PROFESSIONAL
+ INSIDE SALES

N. Orlando

Downtown

S. Orlando

875-0220

422-5800

850-2250

Enjoy $1 SouthPaw Longnecks
from 9-11 p.m.!
"Seinfeld" viewing count down party
every Thursday night.
''Jerry Springer" will be at locos every
Friday @5pm

4-6 pm .50C Fatass beers™ with the
purchase of a Fatass burger™
or for students that prefer a non-alcoholic beverage free Birch Beer
Located in the UCF Student Union.

Never a Fee

"We had chances to win
matches, which was encouraging," Falkenberg said. "The
team played well considering
the competition."
UCF's men were not as fortunate, bowing out in the quarterfinals to FIU, 4-1. No. 1 singles
player David Winberg lost his
fourth consecutive match, losing 4-6, 2-6 to Eduardo Saenz.
Senior Teddy Tandjung was the
lone winner for UCF in the
quarterfinals, topping Greg
Auffray 6-2, 6-2.
UCF does return five of it's
top seven players next year,
including
Winberg,
Greg
Novak, and Robert Muzio. No.
2 singles Pelle Brunskog and
Tandjung will be graduating.

FromPAGE24

100 POSITIONS AVAILABLE

~

The Knights' play was so
dominant that they never lost a
set in the first two rounds of
play.
"We want to perform well in
the NCAA regional tournament," said UCF tennis coach
Gail Falkenberg. "This team has
more experience and depth than
last year's team, so we have a
·
good shot."
The Knights go into the
NCAA tournament having won
18 of their last 19 matches.
Their only loss during that span
was a 9-0 loss to South
Alabama. The Jaguars, among
the top 25 tennis programs in
the country, represent the caliber of competition UCF will
encounter in the NCAAs starting on May 21 in Notre Dame,
Ind.

Riggs named TAAC co-player of the week

677-5007

•
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di s l<nigh 'hopes for n t-large bi
By JEFF CASE
Staff Writer

The baseball team (31-1 7, 7-5 in
the Trans America Athletic
Conference) has its fate in its own
hands as it begins the final two
weeks of the regular season.
"I think our chances for an at-large
bid [in the NCAA tournament] are
very minimal unless we can run the
table with the end of our schedule,"
Coach Jay Bergman said.
The team hurt its chances for an

at-large bid after losing the its series went out there and shut us down."
UCF lost the April 17 game, 6-1,
with Florida Inte~ational April 1718. Entering the game with identical but rebounded to win the early game
6-3 TAAC records, the Panthers (8- of the April 18 doubleheader, 6-5,
4, TAAC) now lead the TAAC's ·before falling in the finale, 10-1.
Southern Division and have the tie- The Knights' losses dropped them
breaker edge with the Knights after to 6-6 in April after a 17-3 record in
winning the season series, 4-2.
March.
Bergman said he is not worried
In the series, the teams combined
about facing the Panthers in the for 48 hits, but only 19 of those
TAAC tournament.
were UCF's. The Knights losing
"It seems like they just pick it up pitchers, starters Travis Held and
when they play us," Bergman said. Matt Lubozynski, combined to
"We've got to give them credit, they
See TEAM, Page 22

Senior outfielder
Will Croud and his
teammates were
outscored 46-21 in
six game against
FIU this season

Volleyball
has Metzcus
ready to go

Did you feel
the draft?
UCF didn't
By DEREK GONSOULIN
Sports &litor

ByJEFFCASE
Staff Writer
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As the volleyball team prepared to
play in on if its biggest games of the
1996 season,· Miriam Metzcus
remembers the odd feeling of something missing.
The team, facing Florida A&M
University for a chance to go to the
NCAA Tournament, hadn't forgotten its unifonns or knee pads.
It was missing its coach, Laura
Smith.
Out for an undisclosed reason,
Smith's then-assistant Metzcus was
forced to coach against the Rattlers.
''It was interesting, there was a little bit of pressure," Metzcus said.
'The team kept on thinking OK,
Laurais in the bathroom or she's just
getting a drink of water. To look next
to you and her not be there was
strange.
"At the same time, it was Florida
A&M and. they're not exactly a
powerhouse, so our team just played
their game like they knew."
The 15-2, 15-0, 15-7 victory
against the Rattlers gave Metzcus
her first career win, and after this
fall, she hopes to have more.
Metzcus, who was named interim
coach of the Knights after Smith's
resignation in January, could experience her first full season of coaching
this fall.
But who coaches this upcoming
season is a question yet to be
answered. Golden Knight Athletic
Director Steve Sloan is accepting
applications and resumes for the
position and wants to have a head
coach in by June or July.
"It is strictly up to her if she wants
to be a candidate for the job or not,"
Sloan said. ''Miriam has done a
good during the interim time, she's a
good, hard worlcer and she's got
good creative ideas."
We're beginning the~ [of
interviewing coaches] in the next
week or so. We have to take applications for a period of time, three
weeks to a month, and then we get
them down [here] and have the
interviews. Associate Athletic
Director Mary Kaufman said

See TEAM, Page 20

For college football fans, and I
include myself, the NFL Draft is
the closest
thing to
the
NCAA
basketball tournament as the
bowl alliance will ever let us get
There's still no Division I playoff
system, but around 15 hours of
highlights spread over two days
from just about every major and
minor college football team
imaginable suits me fine.
The finer moments come from
following your favorite team's
players. The bragging rights of
having more draft picks than a
hated rival makes for fun sportsbar chatter with friends. The
state's schools were well represented, with Florida, Florida
State, Miami and even Florida
A&M and Bethune-Cookman
College having several players
drafted.
So it seems only natural that the
state's up-and-coming Division I
team, having been in the big
leagues two seasons, would have
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See CULPEPPER, Page 21

Track squad repeats as TAAC's best
The women's track and field team won its second-consecutive TAAC title at the Trans
America Athletic Conference Championships,
hosted by F1orida futemational's Community
Stadium. April 17-18.
"Last year we thought it was a competitive
year, but with Florida futemational having more
depth and the addition of Troy State, it was
tough," coach Marcia-Mansur Wentworth said.
''We prefonned above and beyond what I
expected."
UCF won with 186 points and seven Knights
' took first-place finishes. Five of those first place
marks came in the field events. FIU was second
in the meet with 161 points and Troy State was
' third (153 points). Twenty-one new meet records
were set at the meet
UCFs Michele Boike won the women's 100.

meter hurdles (14.31 seconds) and set a new
TAAC and sehool record in the high jump with
a height of 5-feet-6. Additionally, Boike finished
third in the 400-meter .hurdles (1:06.57) and
fourth in the long jump (18-feet, 8-inches).
UCF's Amber Twyner broke her TAAC record
in the javelin, setting the new mark at 125-feet,
11-inches. Anne Panaggio won the 5,CXX>-meter
run with a time of 18:49. Sophomore Corliss
Cade won the long jump with a 19-foot, 2-inch
matk, a school record, and Jen Herron won the
discus with a toss of 129-feet, 2-inches. Katara
Beard won the shot put with a 42-foot, 7-inch
toss while senior Kelli Welsh placed second in
the triple jump with a 36-foot, 9-inch jump.
UCF will compete next at the Drake Relays on
April 24-26.

Trans

America

Athletic

Conference

Champiomhip Scores
1. Central Florida 186
2. Florida futemational 161
3. Troy State 153

4. Samford 70
5. Campbell 30
6. Georgia State 10
7. Jacksonville State 2
~

wins TAAC's weekly award

Shortstop Eric Riggs was named Trans
America Athletic Conference Co-Player of the
WeekApril 15.
Riggs was 11 of 18 (.611), including three
triples and a home run, over UCF's four games
the week of April 6. He scored seven runs and
had a team-high eight RBI to lead UCF to three
wins.
See RIGGS, Page 23
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